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Abstract

Vertical arrangements like “Category Captaincy” and “Slotting fees” involve trans-

actions on both price and non-price aspects (such as shelf-space allocations and assort-

ments) and are becoming increasingly popular in retail markets. Given the financial

scope and magnitude of the retail sector, such arrangements can have a disproportion-

ately large impact on consumers and on the competitive landscape. Not surprisingly,

they have been the subject of much scrutiny from industry practitioners and public pol-

icy experts. However, empirical work concerning these practices have been hampered

by i) the difficulty in obtaining detailed data on these arrangements, and ii) the diffi-

culty in developing models that can examine both price and non-price aspects of these

arrangements, while accounting for horizontal competition between manufacturers and

vertical interactions between manufacturers and retailers.

In this paper, I attempt to address the challenges above in the context of Category

Captaincy, an arrangement where the retailer works exclusively with a manufacturer to

manage both the manufacturer’s and his rivals’ products, and its impact on assortments

and prices. I develop an empirical model of demand and supply to model assortment

decisions under various category captain arrangements. I use a unique dataset for the

frozen pizza category, that contains information on category captaincy across 20 retail

chains and 5 local markets in the United States, in addition to retail movement data.

I discuss three potential welfare effects that occur under category captaincy. An ef-

ficiency effect occurs if captaincy lowers upfront cost per SKU compared to the retailer

managing the category. A market-coverage effect occurs if captaincy leads to the addi-

tion of SKUs that a retailer would not have otherwise carried. Finally, a substitution

effect occurs if captaincy leads to a rival’s SKUs being dropped from the assortment

carried. Together, these effects determine the products available to the consumers under

captaincy arrangements.

My estimates point to an efficiency effect ; on average, captaincy leads to savings

of $2400 per SKU per quarter for a retail chain. Further, I document evidence for

market-coverage and substitution effects showing that captaincy leads to addition and/or

deletion of SKUs that favor category captains and retailers at the expense of rival
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manufacturers. Interestingly, captaincy can also lead to welfare gains for consumers,

which argues against a purely negative view of captaincy by policy makers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Intensive price competition, new advances in technology, and highly demanding con-

sumers are forcing retailers to enter into innovative arrangements with manufacturers

to improve profit margins. One such arrangement that has become increasingly popu-

lar in the food and drug retail industry, ranging from slow-moving categories like hair

and skin care products to fast-moving categories like fresh produce (Progressive Grocer,

2010) is Category Captaincy.

Category Captaincy is an arrangement between a retailer and a manufacturer in a

category, wherein that manufacturer influences category decisions for all the products

(both his and his rivals) (Desrochers et al. 2003). The category captain may also assist

in analyzing, developing and implementing category plans1 . Manufacturers who act as

category captains may often pay the retailers for this privilege, directly and/or indirectly

by shouldering the costs of managing the category, e.g., by allocating personnel and

money to the task (FTC 2001).

Despite the widespread prevalence and importance of category captaincy, research

on the topic remains sparse and has largely been limited to theoretical analysis (Subra-

manian et al. 2010; Kurtulus and Toktay 2008; Gooner et al. 2011). While the limited

theoretical work has improved our understanding of these arrangements, the question of

whether category captain arrangements are on balance, pro- or anti-competitive is still

open to debate. Indeed, a Federal Trade Commission (FTC) chaired academic panel

1 The identity and extent of the category captain’s role varies. In general, retailers appoint one of
the manufacturers to be the category captain.
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called for further empirical evidence and fact-based research to help public policy mak-

ers and industry practitioners better understand category captain effects (Herderschee-

Hunter 2003). Understandably there is concern2 (Gruen and Shah 2000; Lindblom

and Olkkonen 2008; FTC 2001) that category captains can use their special status

with retailers to significantly affect the pricing and availability of products on the shelf,

undermine competition and consequently hurt consumers. Further, understanding the

nature of category captain arrangements is critical to manufacturers in devising com-

petitive strategies, and to policy makers interested in understanding the welfare effects

of such arrangements. My research advances the insights developed in previous research

by empirically studying the impact of category captain arrangements on manufacturers,

retailers and consumers. In particular, I address the following questions: i) Does the

category captain reduce the overall assortment of products? ii) Do category captains

selectively alter the assortment to favor their own products over those of their rivals? iii)

Do retail prices increase or decrease under category captaincy? iv) Does social welfare

increase or decrease under category captaincy?

There are several challenges to overcome. First, to empirically assess captaincy

arrangements, one requires data on how the market differs under captaincy and without.

However, detailed data with sufficient variation on both supply side arrangements and

demand is not readily available.3 Second, even with sufficient data, empirical analysis

is difficult because many aspects such as the payments between manufacturers and

retailers are typically not observed. The challenge then is to recover these payments

from observable measures of market structure and demand. This requires both a rich

demand model that captures variation in consumer preferences and a supply model of

both assortment and prices that embeds the horizontal interaction between competing

2 In an antitrust case, Conwood Co. v. United States Tobacco Co. 290 F3d 768 (6th Cir 2002), cert
denied, 537 US 1148 (2003), the Supreme Court held that United States Tobacco abused its category
captaincy status in the chewing tobacco category and awarded $ 1.06 Billion in damages, one of the
largest verdicts in anti-trust history.

3 The most straightforward way to evaluate the effect of category captaincy would be to design
experiments with a random assignment of arrangements. For obvious reasons, it is unlikely that profit
maximizing manufacturers and retailers will permit such a random assignment to happen in the real
world. The next best alternative is to use “natural experiments” that occur due to changes in regulations
allowing us to distinguish between a “treatment group” where these arrangements are observed and a
“ control group” that is not affected. This approach however limits the scope of arrangements that can
be studied to those directly affected by the change in regulations. Absent these changes, one is forced
to use cross-sectional or panel data to understand the impact of these arrangements.
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manufacturers and vertical interactions between manufacturers and retailers. Finally,

there are methodological challenges unique to simultaneously modeling assortments and

price (Misra 2008). For one, typical retail assortments in this category of study contain

an average of 60 products and the large number of options available to choose from

makes this problem4 mathematically daunting.

I quantify the costs and benefits of category captaincy on retailers, category cap-

tains, rival manufacturers, and consumers. I focus on retail assortments and prices.

While price is obviously important, my focus on assortments deserves some explana-

tion. Category management involves aspects such as shelf space management, stocking,

and assortment selection (also known as “category reset”). Besides being one of the more

important category management decisions (Gajanan et al. 2007; Misra 2008), my choice

of assortment is governed by institutional reasons. The category that I have chosen to

examine is dominated by manufacturers who use a Direct-Store-Delivery (DSD) distri-

bution systems. In a DSD system, stocking and shelf-space management are largely left

to the manufacturer. My focus on assortment carries the happy side benefit of helping

differentiate my work from most prior research that has focused only on price.(Asker

2004; Brenkers and Verboven 2004). This is an important advance, because improve-

ments in non-price elements can lead to higher prices that can be misinterpreted to

imply anti-competitive motives. Finally, while I restrict my current analysis to assort-

ment and pricing decisions, my framework is flexible enough to be extended to other

contexts.

I discuss three potential welfare effects that occur from moving to a category cap-

tain arrangement, a “market-coverage effect”, an “efficiency effect” and a “substitution

effect.” Manufacturers, especially the larger ones, have needed expertise regarding the

category and possess capabilities in managing a category (Desrochers et al. 2003; Leary

2003). An efficiency effect occurs if the shift to a category captain arrangement low-

ers upfront cost per SKU compared to the retailer managing the category. A market-

coverage effect occurs if the move to category captain arrangements lead to the addition

of SKUs that a retailer would have otherwise not carried. Finally, a substitution effect

occurs if the shift to category captaincy arrangement leads to a rival’s SKUs being

dropped from the assortment carried. Together, these effects determine the products

4 The number of possible assortments, from an option set of 60 products, is 260 − 1
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available to the consumers under category captain arrangements.

I build a structural model that accounts for key institutional features. I draw on

a unique dataset that contains, in addition to SKU-store-level movement data such as

unit sales and prices, information on category captain arrangements across 24 retail

chains in the United States in the frozen pizza category from March 2010 - December

2011. Crucially, I observe variation in category captaincy across chains. My structural

model consists of three parts: i) a demand model that allows for heterogeneity in pref-

erences, ii) a pricing model that allows for competition between manufacturers, and

iii) an assortment decision model that captures differences in decision making between

a retailer and a category captain. The focus of the demand model is to capture the

impact of adding or removing a SKU from the consumer choice set on consumer pref-

erences for all the products offered by the retailer. The demand estimates combined

with familiar assumptions on pricing are used to recover the marginal costs for every

product. The role of the pricing model is to capture the pricing response to changes

in the assortment. Finally, the assortment model explicitly focuses on the assortment

choice itself. All three components together allow me to estimate unobservable factors

of interest, such as consumer preferences, marginal and fixed costs. I use these esti-

mates to answer, counterfactually, how a market currently without a category captain

arrangements would change if category captaincy was instituted. In addition to looking

at the number of SKUs and the ownership mix of these SKUs, I also predict prices and

conduct a welfare analysis under the new regime.

My results show a strong efficiency effect: under category captaincy, the cost of

adding a SKU to the assortment carried in a store is $2400 less than without a category

captain. Further, I find that category captain arrangements always lead to the intro-

duction of SKUs that the retailer would not have otherwise carried, evidence for the

market coverage effect. In addition, I also find that under category captaincy, the SKUs

included in the assortment favor the captain, which is the substitution effect defined

earlier. Retailers always seem to benefit from the category captain arrangement while

not all manufacturers gain. In general, the “efficiency effect” seems to dominate any

losses that might have been incurred due to the “substitution” effect. Overall, I find

that the shift to category captaincy is surplus improving for the channel while it might

not be so for each individual actor.
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To the best of my knowledge, this is the first paper that empirically examines the

role of category captain arrangements, and quantifies their impact on consumers and

various channel actors. My paper is relevant to academics who study related vertical

ties such as exclusive dealing and slotting allowances. Prior empirical studies have pri-

marily focused on the role of price in these manufacturer-supplier arrangements, but my

research is the first to isolate the impact on price and non-price (assortments) aspects.

Methodologically, my study adds to the small body of work in marketing that seeks to

structurally estimate the parameters of both assortments and pricing decisions (Dra-

ganska et al. 2008; Misra 2008). I use a new inequalities-based estimator to capture the

unobserved parameters while accounting for the rich institutional complexities inherent

in channel relationships. Managerially, my research is of importance to manufacturers

and retailers in understanding the costs and benefits of these vertical arrangements.

Policy makers are scrutinizing many of these manufacturer-supplier arrangements for

possible threats to competition, particularly consumer welfare reductions arising from

an increase in retail prices or a reduction in SKUs. In this regard, my toolkit can be

employed by policy makers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 I discuss the

literature related to the research. In Section 3, I describe the empirical context and

data used in the empirical analyses. Sections 4 and 5 address the econometric models

and results. Finally, Section 6 offers conclusions and ideas for future research.



Chapter 2

Relevant Literature

I review four related streams; the literature in marketing on category management

(CM) and category captaincy, the work on vertical restrictions in the economics and

management literatures, the research in marketing and operations on assortments, and

the empirical work on modeling assortments and prices.

2.1 Category Management and Category Captaincy

CM refers to a process of managing individual product categories as a whole (Blattberg

and Fox 1995). In contrast to brand or vendor oriented management, CM processes are

cognizant of the mutual relationship between products within the category and focus on

entire product categories rather than on individual brands (Basuroy et al. 2001) while

making decisions on pricing, assortments, shelving and merchandising. The underlying

notion behind the CM philosophy is asset management (McLaughlin and Hawkes 1994).

This involves analyzing category level data and allocation of scarce resources across

products within the category to leverage assets such as shelf-space, customer traffic etc.

While CM has been practiced for well over two decades and is very popular, especially

in the Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) industry, most retailers lack the resources

and capabilities to implement category management efficiently (Morgan et al. 2007)

in all the categories. On the other hand, manufacturers have developed the expertise

for efficient assortment planning, pricing and promotions. This has consequently lead

to greater cooperation between manufacturers and retailers in implementing category

6
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management, by bringing in their insights on consumer and market trends. A special

form of category management is category captaincy, where one designated manufacturer

works with the retailer to manage the category (Subramanian et al. 2010).

In a captaincy arrangement, the designated manufacturer (captain) undertakes joint

responsibility with the retailer for developing and growing the category. The captain is

provided access to proprietary sales information for the entire category by the retailer in

exchange for developing a category plan that encompasses all the SKUs in the category

including that of its rivals. The captain combines the data provided by the retailer

with his/her category management expertise to provide specific recommendations on

growing the category. These recommendations include listing/delisting of SKUs, shelf-

facing allocations and shelf placements of various SKUs in the category (Gruen and

Shah 2000).

Captaincy is now gaining widespread traction among retailers (Subramanian et al.

2010)with some experts including the FTC suggesting that retailers can ramp up their

CM efforts and benefit from the manufacturer’s superior expertise in the category. The

general assumption is that by leveraging manufacturers expertise, retailers can improve

the performance of the category, subsequently benefitting all the channel actors (man-

ufacturers and retailers) in the category. This is supported by anecdotal reports of

success by retailers and manufacturers who have implemented category captaincy (Pro-

gressive Grocer 2007, 2008). However, this practice has raised other concerns. First,

retailers and policy practitioners are wary that captains might indulge in opportunistic

behavior that might lead to decisions that favor captain’s products over those of rivals.

Second, public policy practitioners are concerned that this arrangement might lead to

collusion between retailers through a “hub-spoke” kind of mechanism (Desrochers et al.

2003; Steiner 2000; Leary 2003). Despite the fact that captaincy is an important but

controversial practice for manufacturers, retailers and public policy practitioners, there

is very limited research on captaincy.

Most of the current research on captaincy is based on game theoretic analytical mod-

els. Kurtulus and Toktay (2011) examine category captaincy wherein pricing decisions

are delegated to category captains under limited shelf space. Their model consists of two

manufacturers selling to a consumer through a single retailer. They show that retailers

can use captaincy arrangements and shelf space to control the intensity of competition
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between rival manufacturers to benefit themselves. Emergence of captaincy arrange-

ments depends on the degree of product differentiation, opportunity cost of shelf space

and profit sharing arrangement between the retailer and the captain. They find that

these arrangements are in general disadvantageous to captain’s rivals, but benefit the

rivals when the category captain arrangement is implemented by a powerful retailer.

Misra et al. (2009) examines the selection of category captains and how this selection

impacts profits. Similar to the Kurtulus and Toktay (2011), retailers delegate pric-

ing to the captain arrangement. He shows that retailers choose small as well as large

manufacturers to be the category captain depending on the circumstances.

While the previously mentioned papers on category captain focus on price as the

main decision variable, Subramanian et al. (2010) examine the impact of category

captain arrangements when the category captain is responsible for providing non-price

services that can enhance demand (e.g. shelf space design allocations or managing end-

of-aisle displays). In their analytical model, manufacturers compete to become category

captains and provide two types of service - a category enhancing service that increases

the demand for both the category captains’ and their rivals’ products, and a share

enhancing service that increases the demand for only the category captains’ products.

Using this setup, they show that brand substitutability creates a service efficiency ef-

fect, i.e., category enhancing services are more effective in increasing manufacturer’s

sales and profit margins than are services that shift demand from a rival’s brand. Kur-

tulus and Nakkas (2011) examine the consequences of using captaincy for assortment

selection decisions. They build an analytical model where captains or manufacturers

have information on consumers that retailers do not possess, and show that captaincy

can be profitable for all players (retailer, captain, rival manufacturer). In contrast to

the analytical studies, Gooner et al. (2011) use a combination of surveys, category and

financial growth data to show that using a captain increases category management ef-

forts without increasing opportunism or problems with other suppliers. They also find

that retailers with more resources are less likely to rely on help from a category captain.

My dissertation is different from the current studies on category management and

captaincy on two important dimensions. One, it is an empirical study. Despite these

practices being around for decades, there is very limited empirical work on category

management (Dhar et al. 2001; Gruen and Shah 2000) and captaincy (Gooner et al.
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2011). My research develops a model of captaincy that integrates both supply and

demand data from a representative sample of U.S supermarket chains to quantify the

pros and cons of captaincy. Second, my research investigates the impact of captaincy

on assortment selection decisions. This is in contrast to most other work on captaincy

which focuses on price. In that regard, my work complements the analytical work by

Subramanian et al. (2010) and Kurtulus and Nakkas (2011) by empirically examining

a non-price service (assortment selection) offered by the manufacturer. Besides being

an empirical model, my model differs from the above two papers in that it does not

rely on two different types of service or informational advantages to capture the impact

of category captain arrangements. To the best of my knowledge, my work is the first

empirical examination of the impact of category captains in both price and non-price

contexts.

2.2 Vertical Restraints

A “vertical restraint” is defined as any arrangement that imposes restrictions between

upstream manufacturers and downstream retailers (Lafontaine and Slade 2005). Vertical

restrictions have been the subject of much research, with two dominant and themes

emerging over the years: i) the efficiency stream, which extols the virtues of these

relationships, focusing on the reduced prices and increases to consumer welfare due to

increased competition, and ii) the foreclosure stream, which focuses on the threats to

competition due to such arrangements and the resulting drop in consumer welfare (see

Lafontaine and Slade (2005) for a review).

Category Captaincy can be viewed as a vertical restraint because it involves an ar-

rangement between the manufacturer and retailer. However, this view is not supported

by all observers. This is because captains may affect competition between the brands

(inter brand) in a category through his advice to the retailer. While courts in general

have recognized that manufacturers have the right to restrain practices at the retail level

to rationalize intrabrand competition, captaincy arrangements present a more compli-

cated picture because captains provide advise on their (intrabrand) and their rivals’

(inter brand) products. While acknowledging the complexity in classifying this practice

as a vertical restraint, I do so based on the current legal treatment of these practices.
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From an anti-trust point of view, analyzing the impact of captain’s conduct requires

examination of its harmful and beneficial effects on competition and consumers. This

includes the impact of captaincy on the incentives and abilities of rival manufacturers

to compete in the defined market. Consumer outcomes like price, variety and choice are

also relevant. It is understood that some harmful conduct might still have the ability

to contribute positively in the form of “efficiencies” leading to beneficial effects for con-

sumers. Assessing the overall impact thus requires balancing the harms to competition

and consumers with the benefits. If the harms outweigh the benefits, the practice is

considered to be anticompetitive and harmful to consumers.

The arguments for the pros and cons of captaincy are as follows. CM is generally

considered to reduce marketing and distribution costs. Captaincy allows retailers to

leverage the benefits of CM through the expertise of informed captains. Supporters

of the practice contend that manufacturers, especially bigger manufacturers, possess

better information and resources regarding the category they compete in than retail-

ers. Retailers, being less well-informed than manufacturers can thus benefit from the

assistance.

Concern for the role of captains comes from the decision control that captains pos-

sess. The distinctive feature of captaincy arrangements is the ability of captains to

provide recommendations for the entire category. While such inputs might benefit the

category and consequently competition through cost savings and other benefits, such

arrangements also provide ample opportunities for affecting competition through self-

interest conduct. This potential for opportunistic conduct is heightened by the conflict

of interest inherent in the captain’s role. While the captain is required to provide in-

put that helps the retailer, he/she is also responsible for his/her firm’s interest. As

Desrocher et al. (2003) note, the information-based nature of captaincy arrangements

can lead to opportunistic behavior that are subtle and based on bias, incompleteness,

distortion, manipulation and other means. In summary, the complex vertical and hor-

izontal aspects of captaincy, the management of information and providing advice to

the retailer by a captain suffering from conflict of interest lead to two primary anti-

trust concerns 1) disadvantaging competitors, leading to competitive exclusion and 2)

coordinating competitive behavior through competition collusion.

In this research, I analyze the impact of captaincy arrangements by quantifying the
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costs and benefits of captaincy on captains, rival manufacturers, retailers and consumers.

In that regard, I provide a model that assess, whether, on balance, the benefits from

captaincy outweigh the harms. Further, my research is the first empirical test of this

practice, thereby providing researchers and public policy practitioners valuable evidence

of this practice.

2.3 Assortments

There is a substantial amount of literature on assortment planning in the marketing,

operations management. This is not surprising given the importance of assortment

planning (Basuroy et al. 2001; Misra 2008) to retail category management. This liter-

ature on assortment planning considers the question of which and how many different

products to offer (Mantrala et al. 2009). For ease of exposition, I divide the literature

survey in two parts 1) assortment research in operation and, 2) assortment research in

marketing.

2.3.1 Assortment Research in Operations Management

The operations literature seeks to establish the optimal inventory levels for an assort-

ment (see Kok et al. 2006 for a review). Van Ryzin and Mahajan (1999) study a static

assortment planning approach, where the demand derives from stochastic choice pro-

cesses in which individual purchase decisions are made according to a multinomial logit

model. They show that the number of assortments to be considered reduces from 2n

to n. Several papers have extended the van Ryzin-Mahajan model by relaxing various

assumptions. For example, Cachon et al. (2005) incorporate consumer search costs to

show that an unprofitable product may nevertheless be carried within the assortment.

Maddah and Bish (2007) also extend the van Ryzin-Mahajan model by incorporating

the pricing decisions, into the assortment problem. They show that the simple ranking

rule from Van Ryzin-Mahajan holds as long as the marginal costs are non-increasing. In

general, the class of models that use the van Ryzin-Mahajan model as a starting point

show that products can be arranged by their popularity and the most popular products

are in the assortment. While these papers capture the trade-off between variety and

increased average inventory costs, the main assumption regarding homogenous group of
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products with identical costs is quite restrictive. The result is especially problematic in

light of the fact that wholesale prices are likely to be higher for popular products. My

modeling framework allows for differences in marginal costs and demand.

Another stream in the operations literature considers the assortment problem using

an exogenous model of demand (Cachon and Kok 2007; Kok and Fisher 2007). Ex-

ogenous demand models directly specify the demand and substitution patterns for each

product in the assortment. The general conclusion is that products with higher mar-

gins (or demand) have higher shelf space. While exogenous demand models are more

flexible than the Van Ryzin-Mahajan models (Kok et al. 2006; Mantrala et al. 2009),

they abstract away from the economics of the problem by ignoring retail competition

and price.

I follow the Empirical Industrial Organization (EIO) paradigm. According to this

paradigm, the observed data is an equilibrium outcome of strategic interactions between

various players (in this case, retailers and manufacturers). As Misra (2008) points

out, the EIO approach is conceptually different from that followed in the operations

literature. I explicitly account for endogenous price and assortments while modeling

the demand for products.

2.3.2 Assortment Research in Marketing

The salience of assortments in consumer decision making can be readily seen by the

numerous studies in marketing on this issue (see McAlister and Pessemier (1982) for a

review). Consumers’ perceptions of variety has been shown to be influenced by space

allocated to the product, presence or absence of consumers’ favorite items (Broniarczyk

et al. 1998), arrangement of assortments and variety in attributes offered (Hoch et al.

1999, 2002). From a supply perspective, variety is costly to offer because a broader

assortment implies less demand, which can lead to higher inventory and handling costs.

Thus the optimal mix of products in an assortment depends on both demand and supply

factors. In this paper, I account for assortment variety based on how it influences both

supply and demand.

A small stream of the behavioral marketing literature examines the impact of assort-

ment reductions on consumer retention. This literature argues that giving consumers a

larger choice set confuses them leading to lower purchase probabilities (Chernev 2003,
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2006; Iyengar and Lepper 2000). However, Boatwright and Nunes (2001, 2004) and

Sloot et al. (2006) find no change or an increase in category sales after a reduction in

assortment, while Borle et al. (2005) find that a one time reduction in assortment across

all categories reduces overall store sales. Furthermore, the Borle et al. (2005) suggests

that the impact of assortment reduction varies by the purchase frequency of categories

with more frequently purchased categories being less impacted by the reduction.

2.4 Models of Assortment and Pricing

My approach is closest to the work on endogenous product choices and pricing (Yu-

rukoglu and Crawford 2011; Eizenberg 2009; Draganska et al. 2008; Misra 2008). As

is well known, these models have to account for multiple equilibria that arise in these

contexts (for an illustration of the multiple equilibria problem in assortments, refer to

Draganska et al. 2008). The empirical challenge is to identify the equilibrium that

is being observed and subsequently estimate the parameters that satisfy the observed

equilibrium. There are two extant approaches, one is to assume private information

between actors which leads to the existence of a pure strategy Nash Equilibrium (e.g.,

Seim 2006; Draganska et al. 2008). The second strategy is to use a selection procedure

which ensures that a pure strategy Nash equilibrium is observed (Misra 2008). While

multiple equilbria is not a concern in my case, I rely on an estimation procedure that

accommodates multiple equilibria without requiring equilibrium selection to estimate

unobserved parameters.

Endogenizing assortment decisions also complicates estimation of demand parame-

ters. Random coefficient models of demand based on Berry et al. (henceforth BLP)

(1995) assume that any change in product offering is exogenous, and is therefore uncor-

related to demand and supply. Endogenizing the assortment decision essentially relaxes

this assumption by modeling the decision of firms to select certain products in this

assortment (Misra 2008). In other words, the set of product choices available to the

consumers is not random any more. Prior literature has tackled this selection problem

by choosing alternate demand systems that do not exhibit this problem1 . Draganska et

1 A rare exception to this approach is Yurukuglu (2011) who examines bundling choice decisions in
the Cable TV market. Because of his unique context, he is able to account for the selection mechanism
by directly incorporating it into the model
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al. (2008) study different varieties of vanilla ice cream introduced into different markets.

Their demand model, assumes that there is no unobserved heterogeneity in preferences

for the product and no unobserved demand shocks. In addition, their modeling ap-

proach requires one to evaluate all possible assortment choices, i.e., in a category with

n products, one has to evaluate 2n combinations which becomes intractable rapidly.

Misra (2008) uses an assortment selection process that reduces the computational load

of the model. He is able to include unobserved demand shocks but does not incorporate

unobserved heterogeneity. In this paper, I employ a demand system that incorporates

both unobserved heterogeneity and unobserved demand shocks to the system.

Another important difference between my model and previous literature on firm

choice is the focus on a complex arrangement such as category captaincy. While most

of the existing literature has focused on the decisions made by either manufacturers

or retailers, my research question requires me to model the behaviors of category cap-

tain, competing manufacturers and retailers. Although the problems are conceptually

similar, considering the interactions between the manufacturer and retailer adds an ad-

ditional layer of complexity. I use an inequalities estimator (Pakes et al. 2006) in which

either category captains or retailers choose assortments conditional on their expecta-

tions regarding other assortment choices and prices for the chosen assortment. This

methodology is particularly useful for solving discrete choice games, where uniqueness

of equilibrium is not guaranteed. Based on the “revealed preference” approach, the

model identifies a set of moment inequalities which place bounds on the parameters.

Recent work in empirical industrial organization has used this approach to examine full-

line forcing contracts in the video game industry (Ho et al. 2011), HMO networks in

healthcare (Ho 2009), and exclusive dealing in the video game console market (Lee 2009).

The discreteness of the assortment choice problem, problems of multiple equilibria and

the combinatorial complexity of the assortment problem all make this methodology in-

disputable for my research. In the next section, I outline my empirical context following

which I describe my model and estimation procedure.
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Industry

The frozen pizza1 category is the third largest section in the frozen food department

and had over $3 billion in sales in 2010. It is also one of the fastest growing categories

in terms of space and is projected to grow 26% by 2015 (AC Nielsen 2010).

Schwan’s and Nestle2 account for almost 75% of dollar sales in this category. Other

manufacturers include General Mills, Palermo Villa, and Amy’s. Private labels accounts

for about 11% of total sales volume.

Frozen pizza is segmented into three sub-categories based on the quality of the

ingredients that go into the pizza - regular (e.g., the Tombstone brand), premium (e.g.,

DiGiorno, Freschetta), and value (e.g., Tony’s, Jack’s). Of these, the premium sub-

category is the largest in terms of sales and variety of products. California Pizza Kitchen,

Freschetta and DiGiorno are the major brands in this sub-category.

The frozen pizza category offers several advantages as a context to study category

captaincy. First, the product attributes that consumers care about are easy to charac-

terize. In addition to price, consumers care about crusts and toppings. Crusts may be

thin or thick, with self-rising and hand-tossed being variations of the thick crust. The

popular pizza toppings are pepperoni, sausage, meat like canadian bacon, and cheese

although speciality toppings such as vegetarian, Mexican, etc. are also gaining in popu-

larity (Holcomb 2010). Knowing these details enables me to specify a detailed demand

1 The term ”frozen pizza” includes all types of frozen pizza except bite-size snacks and ”breakfast
pizzas”

2 Nestle took over Kraft’s frozen pizza category in 2010

15
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system for consumer preferences over these attributes. Second, the major firms in this

category use a Direct-Store-Delivery (DSD) distribution system to distribute their piz-

zas. In a DSD system, individual manufacturers handle delivery, inventory and stocking

of their products. Retailers therefore do not incur any costs for carrying frozen pizzas

beyond the costs of refrigeration. As such, captains have minimal impact on the inven-

tory and stocking decisions of competing manufacturers. This to a large extent justifies

my emphasis on assortment planning (shelf-reset) as the core of category captaincy in

this category3 .

3.1 Dataset

I assembled a unique dataset for this study from two different sources. I obtained

store-level movement data from AC Nielsen Storeview database for to 24 major retail

chains across 7 different regions of the U.S. These data exclude discount retail chains

like Walmart and Target. The markets are centered around major cities in the US, such

as Los Angeles, Baltimore, etc.4 See Table A.2 for a description of the markets. In

each of these markets, I observe monthly store-level data for 21 months from March

20105 through Dec 25, 2011. The data include price and units sold of every SKU in

each week at each store. In addition, I observe detailed product attribute information,

such as toppings and crust type for every SKU. On the supply side, I have information

on the category captain for all the retail chains at each point in time6 . This translated

to category captain information on roughly 4 chains per market. Category captaincy

decisions are generally made once every 2 years or more. While I do observe a changes

in captaincy for a few chains, these are not sufficient to tease out interaction effects

between chain and captaincy arrangements7 in my data.

I compute the market size for a chain the following way. For each store, I obtain the

3 Evidence that category captains play an influential role in assortment decisions comes from articles
in the trade press (Progressive Grocer 2010 and interviews with category captains in this category

4 While the data cover most major cities, there are notable exceptions, e.g., we do not observe stores
in Chicago.

5 Most retailers have make one major reset decision during March. Our choice of time period was
predicated on this factor

6 This data was obtained from a manufacturer who wishes to keep his identity confidential.
7 My discussion with industry leaders also revealed that category captain decisions are very sticky

in nature.
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total number of households in the metropolitan statistical area that the chain belongs

to. I then multiply it with the percentage share of the chain to obtain the market size

for each chain.

Next, I examine the assortment for the premium pizza category. There are 138

unique SKUs in this category with the major manufacturers being Nestle and Schwan’s.

The main brands in this category are Freschetta, California Pizza Kitchen, Digiorno’s,

and Amy’s. Given my interest in understanding category assortment decisions, the focus

on a subcategory of the frozen pizza category would be problematic if category managers

maximize profits by category and not by subcategories. However, my conversations

with industry practitioners suggest that decisions in this category are made at the

subcategory level. I further restrict my attention to SKUs that account for the top 90%

of a market’s sales and volume in this category. This roughly translates to 70 SKUs per

market, which I denote as the superset. Chains pick SKUs for their assortments from

this superset. Table A.2 describes the variation across chains in assortments by market.

On average, chains stock around 50 SKUs of the total 70 SKUs, with variation across

chains on the types of SKUs selected.

Given the centrality of assortment decisions to my model, it is important to explicate

how I measure assortments. A SKU is denoted as part of the assortment in a given chain

and time period if a SKU’s sales are nonzero. To avoid situations where a SKU is on

the shelf but records zero sales, I aggregate the data to the quarterly level (Misra 2008).

While aggregating the data, I ensured that I do not lose any monthly variation in

assortments. Recall the assortment in a chain comes from a superset of products that

are currently available for the market. I assume that this superset is the union of all

products sold at any chain for a particular market. This assumption is problematic

if my dataset does not include data from chains which are an important part of the

assortment mix. For example, the assortment superset for Los Angeles is likely to be

biased if I do not have information about the assortments carried by the Albertsons

chain. However, the movement data that I possess contains sales information for all

the major chains in a particular market, which allows me to adequately capture the

variation in assortments across chains8 .

8 My objective in this paper is to examine the impact of category captains on assortments and
prices. While competition between stores/chains may also influence observed assortments and prices,
I do not explicitly model chain-store choice and retail competition. The choice of which chain-store to
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Turning to further details of the premium category, note that Digiorno’s is the

market leader, accounting for almost 40% of sales volume, followed by Freschetta and

California Pizza Kitchen. Descriptive statistics for the different attributes given in Table

A.1 show Crispy crust is the most popular crust type in this category. Popular toppings

include cheese, vegetable and pineapple. Average prices range from $5 for Digorno’s

and $7 for Amy’s.

3.2 Summary Statistics

Before I proceed to model the behavior of these actors, I present descriptive statistics,

regressions and case studies that suggest captaincy arrangements indeed affect perfor-

mance in this category. To do so, I leverage the variation in captaincy arrangements,

category sales, brand sales, price and assortments across chains and time. For the sake

of confidentiality, I shall henceforth refer to the leading manufacturers as Firm A and

Firm B.

The data presents a few interesting trends with respect to the distribution of cap-

taincy across chains. First there is a significant correlation between chain size and

captaincy. A.3 and A.4 show the variation in captaincy by different measures of chain

size (average store size, number of stores in chain and a composite score index). Cap-

taincy arrangements are found to occur in chains which are bigger in size. This makes

sense given that bigger chains are more likely to have resources that can leverage cap-

tain’s expertise on category management better than smaller chains. Further, from

the manufacturer’s point of view the marginal gains from captaincy arrangements is

likely to be higher in bigger chains. Not surprisingly, chains with captaincy also on

an average tend to have higher category sales and carry more SKUs than non-category

captains (A.6). While some it may be attributable to the differences in chain size, A.5

shows variation in assortment sizes among similar size firms suggesting that size may

not completely explain variation in assortment size.

To highlight the role of captaincy on captains and rival manufacturers, consider the

case when Firm A is the captain. Figure A.7 shows that market share for Firm A,

shop at is a complex decision which depends on the overall number of categories and variety offered in a
particular retail chain. Unfortunately, I do not have data for any other category to model this decision
process. I accommodate chain and retail competition indirectly in determining the market size.
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goes up while that of Firm B goes down under Firm A’s captaincy. Most of difference

in market shares arises from differences in assortments (i.e., number of SKUs carried)

by chains with captaincy and those without. Figure A.8 shows the distribution in

assortment shares (defined as total number of manufacturer SKUs/total number of

SKUs in category9 ) across captaincy arrangements. Once again note that Firm A

stocks more of its SKUs under its captaincy. Segmenting the products based on a

median split of retail prices reveals that these additional SKUs are primarily lower

retail priced SKUs belonging to the captain. Finally, as far as prices are concerned, I

find that the average price for the captain’s products goes down while that of the non-

captain goes up. These differences arise due to two reasons: i) introduction of lower

priced captains’ SKUs which drives their average prices down, and ii) introduction of

more SKUs to the assortment mix which also reduces prices. Figures A.7, A.8 show

similar trends for Firm B as captain. In sum, these facts suggest that chains with

captaincy a) are larger, b) tend to have higher category sales and larger assortments

and, c) carry a disproportionately bigger portion of captain’s SKUs. Next, I try to

provide a more systematic picture by estimating a reduced form model of captaincy on

sales, assortment and prices.

The main goal of this analysis is to relate the variability in brand performance across

retail chains to captaincy arrangements while controlling for brand characteristics, chain

characteristics, pricing, merchandising support, advertising and consumer promotion.

To answer this performance question, I consider a specific performance measure called

Brand Development Index or BDI, which is sometimes also referred to as fair share

analysis. This measure has a long history in the packaged goods industry and is used

to measure the relative brand performance of a retailer. The index for brand j in retail

chain i is defined as:

BDIij =
RetaileriUnitV olumeinBrandj
MarketUnitV olumeinBrandj

X
TotalMarketV olume

TotalRetaileriV olume

In words, a retailer’s BDI for a brand is calculated as the ratio of its share of the

9 This measure of assortment share accounts for differences in number of assortments carried based
on size of store. Assortment variety can also be measured based on breadth (number of different brands
carried) and depth (number of SKUs of each brand). My measure is more closely related to the depth
of assortments in a category because most chains in the category carry most of the major brands (i.e.,
no variation on breadth)
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brand in the market, compared to its market share in the the category. Consider a

retailer with a total category share of 10%. For brand one they have a 15% share and

consequently a BDI of 150, whereas for brand two they have a 5% market share and

consequently a BDI of 50. The BDI allows manufacturers to understand whether a

retail chain is under-performing or over performing relative to other accounts for the

brand. This measure has shown to be particularly useful (Dhar et al. 2001) because

it provides a standardized basis for comparing brand performance across geographic or

national markets. This is in contrast to other assessments based on store size which are

potentially confounded with population density. The control variables that I use are

known to have impact on BDI. Lower prices (measured as average brand price) should

have a positive impact on brand performance. Similarly, the total number of SKUs

of each brand carried by the retail chain, number of stores in that chain carrying the

brand, and other promotional activities (display, feature) should positively affect brand

performance.

Table A.3 displays the coefficients from the analysis. First, the coefficients on the

control variable are directionally consistent and significant. Second, and more impor-

tantly the captaincy indicator is positive and significant indicating that captaincy does

play a significant role in the performance of the brand. The analysis was relatively

unchanged when $ sales was used instead of unit volume in the BDI measure. I also

ran an analysis to identify the impact of captaincy on assortment share and average

price. Table A.3 also contain the results from this analysis. In general, the results

support the idea that category captain arrangements influence assortment share and

prices. The summary statistics and reduced form estimates provide strong evidence

that category captains influence performance, prices and assortment in the frozen pizza

category. However, most of the variation necessary for identification of the captaincy

effect comes from cross-sectional variation in captaincy across chains10 . The lack of

variation is not uncommon in inter firm relationships which are generally long term in

nature and are sticky. This however creates a problem in separating the captaincy effect

from a chain effect (chain-captaincy interaction effect). While I do not possess enough

variation to individually separate each chain effect, I illustrate the impact of captaincy

effect on the above dependent variables on a case by case basis using two chains which

10 Of the 24 chains that I observe for 2 years, only 4 changes in captaincy were observed
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undergo a change in captaincy.

Of the two chains which undergo a change a captaincy, one switched captains from

Firm B to Firm A while the other switched from Firm A to category management by

the retailer. Tables A.5and A.6 show the variation in BDI, assortment shares and prices

between the two regimes. First, note that the variation is in line with the above analysis.

When chains switch captains, BDI, assortment shares and prices of captains goes up

while that of the rival goes down. For e.g., in Table A.6 BDI for Firm A goes up from

75.98 to 87.13 when Firm A becomes a captain while BDI for the rival’s firm goes down

from 192.77 to 55.40. Similarly BDI for Firm A goes down when it loses captaincy to

the retailer.

Overall, the above analysis presents some strong suggestive evidence on the impact

of captains on category performance. However this analysis is inadequate as it cannot be

used to compute profits for the different actors or calculate consumer welfare. Further,

while I observe the assortment, market shares and prices for chains when they had a

category captain, I do not observe what the assortment, market shares and prices would

have been if there had been no category captain. To isolate the impact of category

captaincy on assortments and prices, I construct a structural model.
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Model

My structural empirical model consists of three main components: i) a demand model

that captures consumer preferences for products, ii) a pricing model that captures the

interactions between manufacturers and suppliers, and iii) an assortment selection model

that captures the tradeoffs between the increased revenues from adding a product to

the assortment and the increased costs of a bigger assortment.

The intuition of my model setup is as follows. Assortment selection depends upon

demand factors (what will a consumer do if a product of his choice is not available),

the competitive landscape (the next best option) and costs (inventory, stocking and

replenishment costs). These in turn depend on substitution patterns between products,

vertical interactions between manufacturers and retailers and horizontal interactions

between manufacturers. When a product is not available on the shelf, a consumer is

likely to either buy another product within the same category or go to another retail

store to buy the same product. The retailer’s incentive while choosing assortments is to

minimize the lost sales by choosing products which are easily substitutable. In addition,

retailers gain due to upstream competition between manufacturers when the compet-

ing products are closer in product space. On the other hand, manufacturers prefer

assortments where they are differentiated from one another. These differences in mo-

tivations lead to different assortments and prices under category captain arrangements

and without. My model is structured to capture the differences in incentives between

the manufacturers and retailers to recover the underlying cost transactions.

The timing of decisions is as follows. In stage 1 category managers (either category

22
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captains or retailers) pick the assortment to be offered, in stage 2 manufacturers set

wholesale prices, in stage 3 retailers set retail prices, and finally, consumers make

purchases and consume the good. I describe each of the stages below, starting backwards

with consumer demand.

4.0.1 Consumer Demand

I model demand using a discrete choice random coefficient model of consumer utility as

in BLP. The BLP specification accommodates differences in consumer preferences for

products in a category while simultaneously controlling for endogeneity of prices. The

demand estimation is at the chain county level1 . A product in this context is defined

as a stock-keeping unit (SKU) in the premium frozen pizza category. A set Ωcrt ⊂ Θcrt

of products is available to every chain c in region2 r at time t, where Θcrt is the

superset of all products that are available in time period t. Each individual consumer i

chooses a product jcrt ∈ Ωcrt in every time period t or chooses the outside option. Every

product offered in time period t consists of attributes (Xjcrt, ξjcrt, pjcrt). Xjcrt includes

i) product characteristics that do not vary over time like package size, toppings, crust,

etc., ii) brand fixed effects and, iii) seasonal effects. ξjcrt are product characteristics

that are observable to the consumer but unobservable to the econometrician, e.g., shelf

space and pjcrt denotes the price for product j at time t for chain c in region r. For

ease of notation, I drop the time t and region r subscripts in the following equations.

The individual utility specification is as follows:

Uijc = (Yi − pjc)αi +Xjcβi + ξjc + εijc (4.1)

where i is the individual, j is the product and c is the retail chain. In this spec-

ification, Yi is the income of the individual and αi is the marginal utility of income.

βi captures the preference for observed product attributes including taste for brands.

εijc captures consumer i’s idiosyncratic utility for each product j in chain c and follows

an IID extreme value Type 2 distribution. Consumer preferences are assumed to be

distributed normally across the population and are given by:

1 In line with other work that examines chain/brand level effects (Chen et al. 2008), I restrict
demand to the chain level and not the store level

2 I use the terms region and geographic markets interchangeably in this paper
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αi ∼ N(α, σ2
α)

βi ∼ N(β,Σβ)

where α and β capture the average marginal utility of income and average prefer-

ence for observed attributes respectively, while σα and Σβ capture the variation in the

marginal utility of income and the preference for observed attributes in the population,

respectively. The utility for the outside option is given by:

U0c = Yiαi + εi0t

Following standard practice, I further assume that the consumer’s inherent prefer-

ence for the outside option is equal to zero.

Rewriting the utility specification as mean effects and terms that vary by individual

gives the following equation

Uijc = δjc + νijcXjc − λijcpjc + εijc (4.2)

where δjc is equal to pjcα+Xjcβ + ξjc and is known as the linear part of the utility

function (Nevo 2000b). λijc and νijc denote the individual’s preference for marginal

income and observed attributes respectively and are represented as variations from the

mean. The expression νijcXjc − pjc + εijc ≡ µijc is often referred to as the non-linear

part of the utility (Nevo 2000b). Consumer heterogeneity is represented as:

αi = α+ σαλi

βi = β + Σβνi (4.3)

νi, λi ∼ N(0, 1)

The model predicted share of product j ∈ Ωc is given by:

sjc(x, p, δ, ν, λ) =

∫
exp[δjc + µijc(xjc, pjc, νi, λi)]

1 +
∑

m∈Ωc
exp[δmc + µimc(xmc, pmc, νi, λi)]

dFν,λ(νi, λi) (4.4)

where Fν,λ(νi, λi) is the joint distribution of νi, λi.
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Supply

Product assortment decisions primarily vary along three dimensions. At the highest level

of aggregation, manufacturers decide what products to introduce and where. These

products are then available to all the retail chains in a region. Second, retail chains

decide what assortments to carry at their chain; these products are available to all stores

within that chain. Finally, stores within a chain can choose the products to stock from

this superset depending on the demand they face. Deciding which dimension to focus

on depends on the research question. For example, the focus of Draganska et al. (2008)

is to explain differences in product line introductions by manufacturers (a manufacturer

level decision). Similarly, the goal of Misra (2008) is to examine variation in store

assortments (a store level decision). In this research, the objective is to understand

differences in assortment and prices across different category captain arrangements. I

therefore choose the chain as my level of analysis. The reason behind this choice is that

category captain arrangements are contracts between the manufacturer and the retailer

for the entire chain. My phenomenon of interest is thus most sensibly viewed as a chain

level phenomenon.

In particular, I assume that in each time period the category manager of a retail chain

chooses a subset of products for the region from a predetermined superset of products

that are known and available to all chains in that region. The assumption on the set of

products available for selection controls for i) variation in assortments within stores in a

particular chain and ii) variation in product offerings by manufacturers across different

regions, thereby allowing me to focus on variation in assortments due to differences in

category management. I further assume that this superset of products is the union of

all products stocked across all the chains in this region. The timeline for the 3-stage

game played by the manufacturers and retailers in each quarter, is:

1. Category Managers (either category captain or retailer) observe realizations of

shocks to fixed costs that are unobserved by the econometrician; they then simul-

taneously choose the assortment to carry and incur a fixed cost for each product

carried.

2. For each product carried in the assortment, manufacturers observe realizations of

demand and marginal cost shocks that are unobserved by the econometrican; they
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choose wholesale prices simultaneously.

3. After the wholesale prices are set, retailers choose final retail prices for all products

in the assortment simultaneously.

The reason for modeling assortments and prices sequentially instead of simultane-

ously requires some justification. Assortment decision are stickier than pricing deci-

sions; the former are made once a quarter as opposed to pricing decisions which are

made more frequently. Therefore assuming that assortment decisions are made before

demand shocks are realized is justified.

Assortment selection - Category Captain

In situations where category captaincy exists, retailers delegate assortment decisions

to category captains. This can lead to obvious opportunistic behavior by the category

captain, i.e., when the category captain is maximizing his profits, then the trivial equi-

librium solution would be to stock only his own products and none belonging to his

rivals. To avoid this trivial solution, I impose the constraint that, in expectation, the

retailer must make at least as much profits within a category captain arrangement as

he did prior to the category captain arrangement. In addition to this constraint, the

category captain must consider two additional factors when deciding on products to

include in an assortment: i) adding a product to an assortment incurs a fixed cost and

ii) introducing products with similar characteristics will reduce markups due to more

intensive cross-substitution. These two factors will push the category captain towards

introducing products that are differentiated from one another. The constraint imposed

by the retailer prevents the category captain from dropping a rival’s product if he does

not have a close substitute for it.

The fixed costs that the category captain incurs to include a product in the assort-

ment, may include inventory management costs that are necessary to ensure that the

product configuration is in stock, administrative and marketing costs. Formally, the

fixed costs of adding a product j are given by:

Fjc = F c(Xc, µ) + νjc, E[νjc|Ic] = 0 (4.5)
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where the specification consists of a mean fixed cost F c and a mean-zero error term.

F c varies with Xc which are chain and store level indicators. The specification allows

for the fixed costs to vary by chain, region and time. The mean fixed cost is identical

for all products in an assortment belonging to a chain. This is a reasonable assumption

to make in this category, as most products are of the same package size. Ic is the

information set based on which assortment decisions are made. This consists of the

number of products in the superset and the size of the chain (number of stores).

The category captain chooses an assortment Ωc ⊂ Θc after observing shocks νjc

based on the following value function:

Vc(Ωc|Ξ) = ECCξ,ε∈Ξ [πc(p
r, pw,Ωc|ξ, ε,X, θ)]−

∑
jc∈Ωc

Fjc

subject to the constraint that

Erξ,ε∈Ξ [πc(p
r, pw,Ωc|ξ, ε,X, θ)] ≥ πr

where Ξ is the distribution of demand shocks ξ and cost shocks ε.

ECCξ,ε∈Ξ [πc(p
r, pw,Ωc|ξ, ε,X, θ)] is the expected profit to the manufacturer from choos-

ing assortment Ωc, E
r
ξ,ε∈Ξ [·] is the expected profit that the retailer makes from the

current assortment and πr is the average profit the retailer makes before the category

captain arrangement.

The constraint imposed by the retailer is “soft” in that it allows the category captain

to add or drop any product to the assortment, but at a cost. The form of the soft

constraint is similar to that used in Snider (2009), Doraszelski and Besanko (2004) and

Doraszelski et. al. (2008). The cost of the assortment is :

V C(Ωc) = (
τ

1 + ν
)

(
πr

Erξ,ε∈Ξ [·]Ωc

)ν
(4.6)

where Erξ,ε∈Ξ [·]Ωc is the expected profit to the retailer when the category captain

chooses assortment Ωc, and ν ≥ 0 measures the hardness of the capacity constraints.

As ν → ∞,
(

πr

Erξ,ε∈Ξ[·]Ωc

)
→ 0 if Erξ,ε∈Ξ [·]Ωc > πr or is equal to ∞ if Erξ,ε∈Ξ [·]Ωc < πr.

Finally τ captures the effect of this constraint.
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Rewriting the category captain’s value function using the “soft” constraints gives,

Vc(Ωc|Ξ) = ECCξ,ε∈Ξ [πc(p
r, pw,Ωc|ξ, ε,X, θ)]−

∑
jc∈Ωc

Fjc − V C(Ωc) (4.7)

category captains offer the assortment that maximizes their value function, i.e.,

Vc(Ωc|Ξ) > Vc(Ω
′
c|Ξ)) ∀ Ω

′
t ⊂ Θt (4.8)

I use the above equation to obtain moment inequalities that are used in my estima-

tion.

Assortment Selection - Retailer

In retail chains where no category captain arrangements exist, retailers make the assort-

ment decision. Retailers face fixed costs when including a product. The retailer therefore

will introduce products until the expected profit from the expanding assortment is less

than the fixed cost of product addition. Unlike the category captain situation, intro-

ducing products with similar characteristics does not necessarily reduce markups for

the retailer. The difference arises because while the category captain is choosing prod-

ucts to differentiate his products from his rival manufacturers, the retailer is choosing

assortments to prevent substitution to the outside good. Further, retailers also act as

local monopolies and benefit from competition between manufacturers.

Similar to the category captain, the retailer incurs a fixed cost to include a product

in the assortment, given by

Fjc = F c(Xc, µ) + νjc, E[νjc|Ic] = 0

The specification implies that the fixed cost of adding a product j is given by a mean

F c and a mean-zero error term, and it allows the fixed costs to vary by chain, region

and time. The mean fixed cost is identical for all products in this assortment.

The retailer chooses an assortment Ωc ⊂ Θc based on the following value function

Vc(Ωc|Ξ) = Erξ,ε∈Ξ [πc(p
r, pw,Ωc|ξ, ε,X, θ)]−

∑
jc∈Ωc

Fjc

Again, Ξ is the distribution of demand shocks ξ and cost shocks ε.
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Eξ,ε∈Ξ [πc(p
r, pw,Ωc|ξ, ε,X, θ)] is the expected profit to the retailer from choosing

assortment Ωc.

The optimal assortment decision for the retailer is obtained by maximizing the value

function, i.e.,

Vc(Ωc|Ξ) > Vc(Ω
′
c|Ξ)) ∀ Ω

′
t ⊂ Θt (4.9)

Similar to the category captain scenario, I use the above equation to obtain moment

inequalities that are used in our estimation framework.

Once the assortment decision is made, manufacturers and retailers observe demand

and cost shocks, after which wholesale and retail prices are chosen. I turn to these issues

below.

Manufacturer Pricing

Manufacturers choose prices to maximize profits from their portfolio of products. The

profit function for each manufacturer w in chain c in region r at time t is given by:

πwc (pwt ) =
∑
j∈Φwc

[pwjc − cwjc]sjc(prjc(pwjc))− Cwc

Φwc ⊂ Ωc is the set of all products that manufacturer w sells to retailer c, cwjc is

the marginal cost for manufacturer w to produce product j, prjc is the retail price when

manufacturer charges wholesale price pwjc, and Cwc is the fixed cost incurred by the

manufacturer to serve a particular chain3 . The FOCs for the manufacturer are given

by:

pwc − cwc = −[Tw ×∆w
c ]−1src(p) (4.10)

Tw(i, j) = 1 if manufacturer w owns both product i and j, and is zero otherwise.

∆w
c is the demand response to wholesale price as in Villas-Boas (2006) and is given by

∆w
c (j, k) =

∂sjc(p
r
jc)

∂pwkc
.

3 In a DSD channel, most of these fixed costs are the costs of distribution, e.g., purchasing new trucks
etc,. In addition to these costs, the category captain manufacturer incurs an extra cost of managing the
assortment
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Retail pricing

Retailers choose prices to maximize category profits with products competing with each

other in a Bertrand- Nash fashion. Retailer profits are given by

πc(p
r, pw|ξ, ε,X, θ) =

∑
jc∈Ωc

[prjc − pwjc − crjc]sjc(prjc)− Crc

where prjc is the price charged by retailer c for product j, pwjc is the wholesale price

charged by the manufacturer to the retail chain r for product j as a function of all prices

in the time period, and Crc includes all retail fixed costs that do not change with time,

such as electricity and marketing costs. I assume, that retailers set price to maximize

profits, i.e.,

pr∗ = argmax πc(p
r, pw)

where pr∗ is a vector of optimal prices charged by the retailer. The first order

conditions (FOCs) are:

skc(p
r
kc) +

∑
jc∈Ωc

[prjc − pwjc − crjc]
∂sjc(p

r
jc)

∂prjc
= 0

Written in matrix form, the price-cost margins are


...

P rt
...

−


...

Pwt
...

−


...

Mcrt
...

 = −


. . .

...
. . .

. . . Tr ×∆r
t . . .

. . .
...

. . .


−1

...

Srt
...


where P rt is a vector of all retail prices at time t while Pwt is the vector of all wholesale

prices charged by manufacturers to retailers. Mcrt is the vector of marginal costs for

products at time t. Tr is a matrix indicating the ownership structure, i.e., Tr(i, j) = 1 if

retailer maximizes profits for product i, j and zero otherwise. ∆r
t is a matrix of own and

cross-price elasticities and is given by ∆r
t (j, k) =

∂sjt(p
r
jt)

∂prkt
, and Srt is a vector of market

shares for all products. Rewriting the above equation we get:

P rt − Pwt −Mcrt = −[Tr ×∆r
t ]
−1Srt (4.11)
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Estimation

The parameters to be estimated are the demand parameters θd = (αi, βi), the marginal

cost parameters γ and the fixed cost parameters µ, τ . The estimation strategy consists

of i) estimating the demand and marginal cost parameters θd, γ to obtain estimates

of profits conditional on observed assortment choices, and ii) estimating bounds on the

fixed cost parameters using the estimates from the previous step. The following sections

describe the estimation strategy in detail.

First stage estimation-demand and marginal cost estimates

Following recent literature (Berto Villas-Boas 2006; Chen et al. 2008), I estimate demand

and supply sequentially using a generalized method of moments (GMM) estimation pro-

cedure. On the demand side I use the BLP (1995) procedure to obtain the means and

standard deviations of the coefficients of price, brand and the other variables in the

random coefficients logit model (equation 4.1). Briefly, I first solve for the mean utility

numerically using a contraction mapping. This yields a linear equation relating mean

utility to the product preference dummies, prices, and other exogenous variables. As

pointed out in the literature, the prices set by firms are likely to depend on unobserved

product attributes (ξjt in equation 4.1), which means that price is effectively an en-

dogenous variable, and I need to instrument for it to obtain consistent estimates. The

standard BLP (1995) procedure involves an instrumental variables (IV) regression, with

the residuals from the regression used as the residuals in a GMM estimation, described

31
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below.

On the supply side, the specification of a Bertrand-Nash pricing game by the re-

tailer leads to a certain implied price-cost margin, which can be calculated once I have

estimates of the demand-side parameters in place. I combine this calculation of the

price-cost margin with the assumption of a Stackelberg game between the retailer and

manufacturers to back out wholesale prices and manufacturer costs. I assume that the

retailer incurs no additional marginal costs beyond the wholesale price paid to the man-

ufacturer1 . I then regress these costs on a set of cost characteristics. Formally, I

assume that the marginal cost for a product in region r at time t is:

cwjt = γXc
j + φjt

where Xc
j is a vector of cost characteristics, γ is the vector of coefficients that affect

costs and φjt is the portion of costs unobserved by the econometrician. The cost equation

captures the costs of transportation, delivery and offering different product attributes.

Denoting the price-cost margin as PCMjt, I obtain the estimated pricing equation as:

pwjt − PCMjt = γXc
j + φjt (5.1)

I assume a constant elasticity of marginal cost for every attribute. While restrictive,

this is a justifiable cost function to use, given our lack of information on issues such as

economies of scale.

Fixed Cost estimation

To estimate fixed costs for including a product in an assortment, I use the method of

moments inequalities estimator developed in Pakes et al. (2006). This method uses a

“revealed preference” approach to recover the parameter values. In other words, I use

the assumption that profits from the observed assortment are greater than the profits

from alternative assortments that were not offered. Notice that these are the necessary

conditions for a Nash equilibrium in this context. For example, consider the case of

including a product to the assortment. If the product was added to the assortment,

1 This assumption is particularly reasonable in our context given the DSD nature of the channel.
Recall from our description of the industry earlier that retailers incur only electricity costs. These costs
are fixed costs which do not vary by the number of products sold and drop out of the FOC equation
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then it must have been the case that the fixed cost of adding the product was less than

the profits from adding the product. Similarly, if the product was not added, then it

must have been the case that the profits from the assortment would have been lower.

These necessary conditions allow me to construct a inequalities estimator (Pakes et al.

2006) that I use to estimate the fixed costs.

I derive inequalities for every chain’s assortment choice in a particular region at a

particular time period. The objective function varies depending on whether a category

captain arrangement exists or not. The first inequality is obtained by adding a product

to the assortment. This generates a lower bound for the product. Similarly, the upper

bound is generated by dropping the product from the assortment.

Inequalities estimator

Recall that the category captain chooses assortment Ωc ⊂ Θc based on the following

value function:

Vc(Ωc|Ξ) = ECCξ,ε∈Ξ [πc(p
r, pw,Ωc|ξ, ε,X, θ)]−

∑
jc∈Ωc

C(Xc, µ)

Erξ,ε∈Ξ [·]Ωc is the expected profit to the retailer when category captain chooses as-

sortment Ωc and C(Xc, µ) ≡ Fjc + V C(Ωc) is the fixed cost of adding a product to the

assortment.

To specify the inequalities estimator, I predict the expected profits for both the

observed and alternate assortments. First, I use the demand and marginal cost estimates

to predict the profits for an assortment in each chain in a region in a particular time

period, i.e.,

ˆπCCjt (Ωcrt|θ, γ, ξjt, φjt) ≡
∑
Ωcrt

(pCCjt − ĉwjt)ŝjtM

where [̂·] represent estimated values. The expected profit is obtained over the distri-

bution of demand shocks ξ and cost shocks ε. To do this, I bootstrap 100 times over the

predicted values of ξ̂, γ̂ and recalculate the new prices and market shares. The expected

profit is the average over these bootstraps.
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To generate the moment inequality, consider the case where a product is added to

the assortment. According to our earlier discussion, the expected value from the current

assortment should be greater than the expected value from any other assortment that

can be formed by adding any product from the superset. This implies

E [Vc(Ωc|Ξ)|Ic] ≥ E [Vc(Ωc+1|Ξ)|Ic]

where Vc(Ωc+1|Ξ) is the value function obtained from adding a product from assort-

ment Ωc in chain c. The expectation is taken conditional on Ic, the chain information

set at the time when the category captain makes his choice. This generates the following

inequality:

E [4Vc(·|Ξ)|Ic] =

E{4 ˆπCC(Ωc|θ, γ, ξjt, φjt)−4C(Xc, CC) +4νc|Ic} ≥ 0

The difference function 4C(Xc, CC) ≡ Fcrt + V C(Ωc)− V C(Ωc + 1) and similarly

for 4 ˆπCC(Ωc|θ, γ, ξjt, φjt). To obtain the expectation, I add every product that is not

in the assortment Ωc but belongs to the superset of products available to the chain Θc

to the current assortment and recompute the profits from the new assortment Ωc+1.

The upper bound is obtained in a similar way by dropping every product from the

assortment one at a time and recomputing expected profits from the new assortment

Ωc−1.

The above equation generates one moment. Doing so for all the chains and regions

generates 142 moments. Applying a similar methodology to “dropping” a product from

the assortment generates an additional 142 moments. Stacking the 1 . . . J moments

together gives us the following equation for estimation:

PJm(z, θ) =
1

J

∑
j

E [4Vc(·|Ξ)|Ic]j ≥ 0 (5.2)

The identified set of parameter values is the set of parameters that satisfy the implied

system of inequalities and is

Θj = argminθ∈Θ||(PJm(z, θ))−|| (5.3)
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where (·)− = min{·, 0}. If there are no feasible parameters I use a method of mo-

ments methodology, minimizing the Euclidean distance by which the inequalities are

violated.

Instruments

Recall that the term ξ in equation 1 represents unobserved demand shocks. It is highly

likely that these time-varying shocks are correlated with the chosen prices, thus creating

a potential endogeneity bias. I instrument for the price of a product, to control for this

endogeneity. Following Hausman (1996) and Nevo (2001) I use prices of the product in

other regions as instruments. The assumption I make here is that after controlling for

brand-specific means and demographics, region specific shocks are independent across

regions (but are allowed to be correlated within regions). The prices of product j in two

regions will be correlated due to the common marginal cost, but due to the independence

assumption will be uncorrelated with market specific demand shocks. Specifically, for

the price of a given product j in store r at time t, I use the average price across other

regions, for that product for that time.

Identification

I now present an informal argument for identification of the estimation parameters.

The variation in prices and product attributes identify the demand parameters. The

marginal cost parameters are identified from the assumptions on the pricing game com-

bined with the demand parameters. Finally, the timing of the assortment game allows

me to identify the fixed cost parameters. In particular, the assumption that assortment

decisions are made on an expectation of demand and cost shocks is critical to my iden-

tification strategy. Absent this assumption, I have to account for selection effects that

arise. The various fixed cost parameters are identified from the variation in category

captain arrangements across chains. In particular, conditional on the demand, differ-

ences in assortments across chains within the same market can be explained by variation

in captaincy arrangements.
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Results

Demand Results

I run the demand model separately for the seven geographic markets, both for computa-

tional ease and to allow preferences to vary flexibly across markets. I report the results

from the Baltimore geographic market. Table A.7 reports consumer demand results

for three different specifications: a simple logit specification, which involves an OLS

regression with the difference between log(share) of each of the inside goods and the

outside good (i.e., ln(
sj
s0

)) as the dependent variable, with no instruments for price and

no control for unobserved heterogeneity; a logit estimation with instruments for price

but no control for unobserved heterogeneity (denoted logit+IV); and a random coeffi-

cients logit model with instruments for price and controls for unobserved heterogeneity

(denoted RC logit+IV).

I find that accounting for price endogeneity makes a significant difference - the

mean price sensitivity under OLS is -0.31 and under logit+IV estimation is -0.35. The

downward bias towards zero is evidence for price endogeneity. The discussion that

follows focuses on the random coefficient logit estimates. Turning to the estimates of

brand constants, observe that Frechetta is the strongest brand followed by California

Pizza Kitchen. This is consistent with the distribution of market shares and prices.

The mean price coefficient is significantly negative (-2.38). The weight of the product

influences demand positively - intuitively this implies that customers in general prefer

more toppings to less.
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I repeat the demand analysis for the remaining six geographic markets. As expected,

there is some variation in results across the regions but the results are broadly consistent.

(For instance, the average price varies from a minimum value of -0.17 to a maximum of

-4.07.)

Cost Results

Table A.14 shows the results for the cost regression from equation 12. First, note that

the cost estimates seem to satisfy face validity constraints; pizzas with more toppings

are more expensive to make. Second, there is a fair amount of heterogeneity across firms

in their ability to produce at low cost. In general, my estimates imply an average cost of

$3.49 for producing a unit of pizza. The wholesale and retail price margins implied by

my estimation are in the range of $1.10-$2.00. Conversations with managers confirmed

the validity of my margin estimates.

Table A.15 describes the results from the inequalities estimation. I employ a spec-

ification for the cost of adding an SKU to the assortment that contains the following

variables: a constant, average store size1 , an indicator for category captain arrange-

ment and the penalty function2 . The estimates of the fixed cost was a singleton for

all specifications, i.e. I obtain a point estimate instead of a bounds estimate. As noted

in Pakes (2007), this does not imply that the specification must be rejected. The prob-

ability that all inequalities will be satisfied can be made arbitrarily small by increasing

the number of inequality restrictions. I report the conservative 95% confidence intervals

derived in Pakes et al. (2006).

The coefficient on the assortment size is positive, indicating that stores with bigger

assortments face higher costs of adding products to the assortment. This is reasonable

given that marketing and advertising costs are bound to go up with a bigger assortment

mix. The negative coefficient on the category captain dummy implies that chains with

category captain arrangements face lower costs per SKU than chains without. Evidently

1 I use average assortment size as a proxy for store size problem. In general, bigger stores carry
bigger assortments while smaller stores carry smaller assortments. This measure is used to capture this
fact

2 Recall that the penalty function applies only in instances where category captain arrangements

are present and is given by ( τ
1+ν

)
(

πr

Er
ξ,ε∈Ξ

[·]Ωc

)ν
. The parameter ν is a scaling parameter and is not

identified. However, a higher value of ν implies a harder constraint. The results reported are for ν = 10.
Robustness checks involving ν ∈ (2, 12) give similar results
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category captains are more efficient in managing category assortments. Finally, the

coefficient on the variable capturing the magnitude of the penalty function incurred by

the category captain is positive indicating that category captains incur a positive cost

for not meeting the retailer’s constraint.

The estimates suggest that the average fixed cost of adding a SKU to frozen pizza

assortment in a chain with average assortment size of 45 is around $3,200 per chain per

quarter. Note that my fixed cost estimates refer to the economic costs of adding a prod-

uct to the assortment and are different from standard accounting costs. The fixed costs

estimate for the same chain under a category captain arrangement is around $8003 per

chain per quarter which is considerably lower than $3200. The finding that fixed costs

under category captain arrangements are lower than fixed costs under retail category

management implies that manufacturers are more efficient in choosing assortments than

retailers. This finding is in line with arguments that suggest that manufacturers possess

a lot of expertise, given their experiences with product developments in the category.

Manufacturers can thus leverage these capabilities to incur lower costs.

3 Interpreting the fixed cost estimates for adding an SKU to the assortment under category captain
arrangements is slightly difficult as it also depends on how close the profits earned by the retailer are
to the retailer’s profit constraint. The numbers reported are for a marginal product, i.e. a product at
which the retailer’s constraint is satisfied
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Counterfactuals

My goal is to analyze the impact of category captain arrangements on producer and con-

sumer surplus. To conduct this counterfactual, I need to identify the optimal assortment

and prices that would be selected in the alternate arrangement. Since my estimation

does not specify an assortment selection procedure, I have to enumerate all possible

assortment combinations to arrive at the optimal assortment. This is computationally

intensive, e.g., computing the optimal assortment from a superset of 50 products re-

quires me to enumerate 250 − 1 combinations. As such, I restrict myself to a subset of

15 products. I proportionally sample these 15 products from the superset of products

available to the chain in that region and observe how assortment selection and prices

vary under category captain and non category captain arrangements. Computationally,

the counterfactual choices are computed in the following steps:

1. Identify an assortment combination

(a) Simulate demand and cost shocks for the assortment combination

(b) Predict demand and cost residuals for the chosen assortment

(c) Compute optimal retail and wholesale prices

(d) Compute the profit function given costs and the optimal prices

(e) Repeat the process for 100 realizations of demand and cost shocks to compute

average profits for the given assortment combination
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2. Do this for the next assortment combination till all the various assortment com-

binations are exhausted

3. The optimal assortment is the one that generates the highest profits.

Again, for the sake of confidentiality I refer to the two manufacturers as Firm A

and Firm B. I conduct two counterfactuals with data from a chain in Baltimore; in

the first scenario the retailer manages the category, and in the second scenario Firm A

manages the category. The chain I examine does not have a captaincy arrangement. So

the base case scenario is one with the retailer managing the category. The results from

the counterfactuals detailed in Table A.16 present some interesting patterns.

Assortment size and composition: First, the size of the assortments goes up

under captaincy. This is due to a combination of two factors - the lower costs of

managing assortment under captaincy and the constraint imposed by the retailer. In

the counterfactual context that I examine, Firm B has 5 products and Firm A has 10

products. Despite having fewer products, Firm B’s products account for 65% of the

demand. Absent the retailer’s constraint, captaincy would have lead to the dropping

of all of rival’s SKUs. Instead, the captain ends up carrying 4 of Firm B’s SKUs. The

change in the composition of the assortment is also evident in the shift to category

captaincy. In what we dubbed as the market-coverage and substitution effect, not only

does the captain add more products to the assortment, he also drops the rival’s SKU and

replaces it with his own. Because of the retailer’s constraint, he is forced to compensate

one of the rival’s SKU’s with 5 of his own. Given that the rival’s SKUs are more

popular, this is not surprising. The trends in assortment size and composition that I

find in my counterfactual seem to fit with observed patterns in the data and industry

notions of “ties” belonging to the category captain. The Conwood vs UST case is an

extreme example of this bias in assortment selection that the Supreme Court held to

be an illegal abuse of power. My counterfactual analysis highlights the important role

of retailer in “policing” the process.

Prices and Market Share: On an average, retail prices goes up and market

shares go down, albeit by a very small amount. The distribution of prices and market

shares is in line with observed behavior - prices of the captain’s products go down

while those of the rival go up. Likewise, market shares of rival products go down
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while those of the captain go up. However, most of the changes in prices and market

shares is explained by the addition/deletion of SKUs, similar to what was observed in

our descriptive data. These findings present some face validity to our counterfactuals.

Translating these numbers to net revenues, retailer’s net revenue goes up by 11% under

captaincy arrangements while those of the rival manufacturer goes down by 16%. Firm

A obviously gains under captaincy with net revenues going up by 67%.

Profits and Consumer Welfare: Moving on to producer surplus, channel profits1

go up under category captaincy. On average, channel profits are $57,535 more under

category captain arrangements. This gain is largely due to the reduction in fixed costs.

While the channel seems to benefit, category captain arrangements are not without their

“losers”. Firm B faces substantially lower profits (around the tune of $10,000) under

category captain arrangements. Finally, consumer surplus2 goes up under captaincy.

The counterfactual results are informative for a couple of reasons. First, they provide

insight into the nature of efficiency gains; specifically my results indicate that category

captain arrangements produce two distinct effects, one an efficiency enhancing effect

which reduces channel costs and two, an effect that disadvantages rivals by reducing their

shelf-space. My counterfactual results show that channel profits increase, despite the

fact that rival manufacturers make lower profits under category captain arrangements.

This is because the category captain is able to strategically choose products that change

the competitive landscape and gain market share for some products. The impact of

category captain arrangements is not restricted to transfers between manufacturers and

retailers - changes in assortment and pricing affect consumer welfare also. In particular,

I find that consumer welfare goes up under captaincy. The effect on consumer welfare is

somewhat surprising because it reveals that both the category captain and the retailer

are able to transfer some of their gains to consumers. Second, the counterfactuals

show how important it is to analyze non-price service elements to gain a fuller picture

of these arrangements. Captaincy arrangements see the addition of more SKUs and

1 Defined as the sum of retailer and manufacturer profits
2 Consumer surplus is calculated based on compensating variation (Song 2007) and is given by

CWt =

ns∑
i=1

log(
∑J
j=1 exp(δj − αipj))

αi
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a different assortment composition. Manufacturers can and do alter the competitive

landscape by determining which SKUs are available on the shelf. The counterfactuals

show that this practice can be surprisingly surplus enhancing for both retailers and

consumers. Anti-trust analysis that aims to understand the impact of category captain

arrangements must account for the role of non-price elements to fully account for the

different incentives. Finally, my counterfactuals highlight the important role of the

retailer in preventing the abuse of captaincy arrangements (formally captured in my

model through the constraint that he make at least as much profit as in a situation of

no captaincy).
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Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, I examine the impact of category captain arrangements on assortments

and prices. Vertical arrangements like category captaincy and slotting fees have al-

ways been the subject of anti-trust concern. However, empirical work in this area has

been significantly lacking. Given the financial scope and magnitude of the retail indus-

try, minor improvements arising from vertical arrangements can have large impact on

manufacturer and retailer profits, and consumer welfare.

My focus on assortments and prices is markedly different from extant literature. I

estimate a structural model that explicitly accounts for differences in consumer prefer-

ences, the strategic interaction between the manufacturers (horizontal competition) and

interaction between manufacturers and retailers (vertical). The demand estimation is

based on a random coefficients logit specification and allows me to recover substitution

patterns between different products. My supply side estimation backs out marginal

costs for each product and the fixed cost of adding a product to an assortment.

I find that category captain arrangements improve channel profits and lead to higher

consumer welfare. However, rival manufacturers see reduced profits. Category captaincy

yields higher consumer surplus, because of different product introduction incentives. I

also find that product differentiation increases under category captaincy. In conclusion,

category captaincy in this context appear to be efficiency enhancing according to the

benchmarks used by anti-trust authorities. However, rival manufacturers appear to

be making lower profits under this arrangement. While a legal recourse may not be

available to rivals, there are several options available to rectify the situation. The most

43
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obvious one would be to become a category captain. However, most manufacturing

firms might lack the financial and managerial capability to become one. In the absence

of sufficient resources to become the category captain, manufacturing firms can focus

their efforts on introducing products that attract a loyal consumer base or improve their

marketing efforts at the store level.

Given the absence of empirical work on category captain arrangements, I believe my

work is a first step in identifying the impact of captaincy on prices and assortments.

Currently, I assume that the category captain controls the entire assortment selection

process and incurs the entire costs of managing the assortment. It is reasonable to

believe that this assumption will not be true in reality and will vary based on power

differences between retailers and manufacturers. A fruitful avenue for future work would

be to relax this assumption by incorporating a bargaining framework to account for the

differences. A second area of future work might be to incorporate the category captain

selection process into the whole system. An explicit model of selection may be required

to capture the incentives in this latter case.
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Appendix A

Tables & Figures

A.1 Descriptive Statistics

Table A.1: Variable Description and Descriptive Statistics

Variable Description Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum

Price $/unit 5.75 1.35 2.71 10.99

Topping

Meat Dummy 0.16 0.37 0 1

Vegetables Dummy 0.29 0.45 0 1

Cheese Dummy 0.28 0.45 0 1

Sausage Dummy 0.15 0.36 0 1

Crust

Regular Dummy 0.03 0.17 0 1

Crispy Dummy 0.26 0.44 0 1

Size Oz 17.49 8.49 1 32.7

Brand
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DiGiorno’s Dummy 0.47 0.50 0 1

California Dummy 0.14 0.35 0 1

Pizza Kitchen

Private Label Dummy 0.02 0.13 0 1

Freschetta Dummy 0.19 0.39 0 1

Amy’s Dummy 0.09 0.29 0 1

Newman’s Dummy 0.04 0.19 0 1

Kashi Dummy 0.05 0.23 0 1

Summary Statistics from Baltimore geographic market
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Table A.2: Descriptive Results by Markets

Geographic Market # of chains # of CC chains Market Size (hh) Avg Pizza Consumption # of SKUs in Market # of SKUs in Chain

(Assortment Superset) (Assortment Carried)

Baltimore 4 2 1,038,765 1.41 89 59

Boston 3 2 1,760,584 1.64 97 64

Erie 2 1 110,413 1.02 60 48

Las Vegas 4 3 713,365 1.13 72 50

Los Angeles 4 3 4,233,985 1.15 70 51

New York 5 4 6,918,950 0.31 74 53

Poughkeepsie 4 3 233,890 0.97 76 52

Averages are across chain-quarter. Avg Pizza Consumption is defined as the ratio of total pizza sales by market size
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Table A.3: Reduced Form Results - Brand Level

Coefficients BDI (Unit Sales) Assortment Share Brand Price

Avg Brand Price -9.40*** -0.40*** -

(0.21) (0.04)

Category Captain 3.56*** 0.20*** 0.05***

(0.26) (0.05) (0.00)

ACV (% stores) 0.04*** -0.00 0.00***

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Feature 0.86*** 0.08 0.02***

(0.24) (0.05) (0.00)

Display 1.18*** -0.02 -0.07***

(0.24) (0.05) (0.00)

Feature & Display 3.07*** 0.28*** -0.04***

(0.28) (0.06) (0.00)

Brand shelf share (# SKUs) 0.78*** - -

(0.15)

Brand Dummies

DiGiorno’s 15.59*** 4.70*** 1.96***

(0.44) (0.12) (0.00)

California Pizza Kitchen -7.25*** -1.47*** 1.75***

(0.63) (0.12) (0.00)

Freschetta 27.49*** -1.11*** 1.98***

(0.28) (0.13) (0.00)

Constant 115.31*** 29.29*** 3.76

(1.74) (0.27) (0.02)

n=51,247

Adjusted R2 0.82 0.86 0.60

Category Captain is a dummy variable that indicates whether brand is owned by captain. The above

regression also includes dummy variables for chain, year and quarter which are not shown. Standard

errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table A.4: Reduced Form Results

Coefficients Linear Regression Simultaneous Equations

Assortment share Avg Price Assortment share Avg Price

Avg Price 0.87*** - -3.54***

(0.28) (.85)

Assortment Share - .08*** .07

(0.02) (0.10)

Market Share 19.20*** -1.53** 19.15** -1.49

(1.87) (0.62) (2.90) (2.15)

Category Captain 1.32*** -0.15 1.33** -

(0.46) (0.12) (.02)

Competitor Price - 0.48*** 0.42***

(0.13) (0.11)

HHI - 0.76* 1.34**

(0.39) (0.66)

Market Size .001* - 0 .00** -

(0.00) 0.00

Brand Dummies

DiGorno’s -4.09*** -2.17*** -8.95*** -2.14***

(1.20) (0.29) (1.95) (0.32)

California Pizza Kitchen 5.25*** -1.74*** 7.01*** -1.73

(1.24) (0.38) (1.34) (1.12)

Freschetta -4.24*** -1.06*** -5.12*** -1.12

(0.63) (0.20) (0.90) (0.22)

Amy’s -2.28*** -0.86*** -1.67** -0.95***

(0.57) (0.21) (0.80) (0.24)

Newman’s -0.91* 0.85*** 5.78** 0.85***

(1.02) (0.20) (2.01) (0.32)

Kashi -3.24*** -0.71*** -2.80 ** -0.74***

(0.85) (0.23) (1.18) (0.23)
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Constant 4.60* 3.19*** 23.13*** 3.30***

(1.62) (0.81) (4.54) (1.00)

n=220

Adjusted R2 0.90 0.61 0.82 0.60

Category Captain is a dummy variable that indicates whether brand is owned by captain. Standard

errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table A.5: Chain 1: Captaincy Change from Firm A to Retail management

BDI (Unit Sales) Assortment Share (%)

Firm ↓ Firm A-CC Retailer-CC Firm A-CC Retailer-CC

Firm A 123.30 110.72 21.6 19.5

Firm B 125.82 119.24 5.4 9.1

Table A.6: Chain 2: Captaincy Change from Firm B to Firm A

BDI (Unit Sales) Assortment Share (%)

Firm ↓ Firm B-CC Firm A-CC Firm B-CC Firm A-CC

Firm A 75.98 87.13 15.5 17.2

Firm B 192.77 55.40 9.3 8.8
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A.2 Demand Results

Table A.7: Demand Results - Baltimore Market

Coefficients Logit OLS Logit IV Random Coefficients Heterogeneity (σ)

Price -0.31 *** -0.35 *** -2.38 *** 1.69 ***

( 0.03 ) ( 0.04 ) ( 0.06 ) ( 0.00 )

Topping

Size 0.06 *** 0.07 *** 0.10 *** 0.11 ***

( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.00 )

Exotic 0.33 *** 0.34 *** -0.35 *** 1.51 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.00 )

Cheese -0.03 -0.03 0.17 *

( 0.06 ) ( 0.06 ) ( 0.09 )

Vegetables -0.31 *** -0.31 *** -0.55 ***

( 0.07 ) ( 0.07 ) ( 0.10 )

Fruit 0.28 * 0.28 * -0.21

( 0.16 ) ( 0.16 ) ( 0.23 )

Pepporoni 0.21 *** 0.20 *** 0.23 **

( 0.07 ) ( 0.07 ) ( 0.11 )

Sausage -0.52 *** -0.52 *** -0.72 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.14 )

Meat -0.41 *** -0.40 *** -0.52 ***

( 0.09 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.14 )

Crust

Regular 0.45 *** 0.46 *** 1.40 ***

( 0.08 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.12 )

Crispy 0.04 0.01 0.22

( 0.08 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.13 )

Brand

DiGiorno’s -0.11 -0.11 -0.24
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( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.15 )

California Pizza Kitchen -0.02 0.00 0.39 **

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.18 )

Freschetta -0.01 0.01 0.52 ***

( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.16 )

Amy’s -0.41 ** -0.31 -1.92 ***

( 0.17 ) ( 0.20 ) ( 0.28 )

Newman’s -0.34 ** -0.31 * -0.23

( 0.16 ) ( 0.16 ) ( 0.23 )

Chain,quarter and year dummy variables along with other interactions variables not reported for con-

ciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table A.8: Demand Results - Boston Market

Coefficients Logit OLS Logit IV Random Coefficients Heterogeneity (σ)

Price -0.14 *** -0.29 *** -0.30 *** 0.04 ***

( 0.06 ) ( 0.07 ) ( 0.07 ) ( 0.00 )

Topping

Size 0.02 ** 0.04 *** 0.04 *** 0.00 ***

( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.00 )

Exotic 0.95 *** 0.95 *** 0.95 *** 2.80 **

( 0.16 ) ( 0.16 ) ( 0.16 ) ( 1.38 )

Cheese 0.03 0.04 0.04

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 )

Vegetables 0.00 -0.01 -0.02

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 )

Fruit 0.14 0.16 0.15

( 0.25 ) ( 0.25 ) ( 0.25 )

Pepporoni 0.10 0.06 0.06

( 0.13 ) ( 0.13 ) ( 0.13 )

Sausage -0.67 *** -0.64 *** -0.64 ***
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( 0.17 ) ( 0.17 ) ( 0.17 )

Meat -0.47 *** -0.45 *** -0.45 ***

( 0.15 ) ( 0.15 ) ( 0.15 )

Crust

Regular 0.15 0.14 0.14

( 0.14 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.14 )

Crispy 0.71 *** 0.55 *** 0.55 ***

( 0.15 ) ( 0.16 ) ( 0.16 )

Brand

DiGiorno’s -1.11 *** -1.10 *** -1.10 ***

( 0.15 ) ( 0.15 ) ( 0.15 )

California Pizza Kitchen -0.88 *** -0.71 *** -0.70 ***

( 0.20 ) ( 0.21 ) ( 0.21 )

Freschetta -0.89 *** -0.85 *** -0.84 ***

( 0.14 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.14 )

Amy’s -1.44 *** -1.11 *** -1.10 ***

( 0.25 ) ( 0.26 ) ( 0.26 )

Newman’s -0.65 *** -0.54 ** -0.53 **

( 0.23 ) ( 0.23 ) ( 0.23 )

Chain,quarter and year dummy variables along with other interactions variables not reported for con-

ciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table A.9: Demand Results - Erie Market

Coefficients Logit OLS Logit IV Random Coefficients Heterogeneity (σ)

Price -0.40 *** -0.42 *** -2.03 *** 2.01 ***

( 0.04 ) ( 0.05 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.80 )

Topping

Size 0.07 *** 0.07 *** 0.10 *** 0.16 ***

( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.02 ) ( 0.00 )

Exotic 0.59 *** 0.60 *** -29.80 *** 2.20 ***
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( 0.14 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.28 ) ( 0.27 )

Cheese -0.08 -0.09 -0.30

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.21 )

Vegetables -0.14 -0.14 -0.06

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.20 )

Fruit -0.39 -0.36 1.77 ***

( 0.30 ) ( 0.30 ) ( 0.61 )

Pepporoni 0.61 *** 0.61 *** 0.54 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.21 )

Sausage -0.84 *** -0.85 *** -0.98 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.21 )

Meat -0.25 -0.26 -0.27

( 0.15 ) ( 0.15 ) ( 0.31 )

Crust

Regular -0.11 -0.09 0.60 **

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.25 )

Crispy 0.14 0.13 0.58 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.21 )

Brand

DiGiorno’s -0.28 *** -0.28 *** -0.60 ***

( 0.09 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.19 )

California Pizza Kitchen 0.20 0.23 0.35

( 0.24 ) ( 0.25 ) ( 0.50 )

Freschetta -0.31 *** -0.30 *** -0.03

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.24 )

Amy’s 0.00 0.00 0.00

( 0.00 ) ( 0.00 ) ( 0.00 )

Newman’s -0.16 -0.14 -0.33

( 0.23 ) ( 0.23 ) ( 0.48 )

Chain,quarter and year dummy variables along with other interactions variables not reported for con-

ciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table A.10: Demand Results - Las Vegas Market

Coefficients Logit OLS Logit IV Random Coefficients Heterogeneity (σ)

Price -0.36 *** -0.37 *** -3.21 *** 2.55 ***

( 0.03 ) ( 0.04 ) ( 0.07 ) ( 0.67 )

Topping

Size 0.08 *** 0.08 *** 0.10 *** 0.16 **

( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.05 )

Exotic 0.16 ** 0.17 ** -1.24 *** 2.31 ***

( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.27 )

Cheese -0.16 *** -0.16 *** -0.18

( 0.06 ) ( 0.06 ) ( 0.10 )

Vegetables -0.21 *** -0.20 *** -0.39 ***

( 0.06 ) ( 0.06 ) ( 0.11 )

Fruit -0.50 *** -0.50 *** -1.19 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.17 )

Pepporoni 0.16 *** 0.16 *** 0.05

( 0.06 ) ( 0.06 ) ( 0.11 )

Sausage -0.12 -0.12 -0.37 ***

( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 ) ( 0.14 )

Meat 0.03 0.02 -0.25 *

( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 ) ( 0.14 )

Crust

Regular 0.27 *** 0.28 *** 1.28 ***

( 0.08 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.15 )

Crispy 0.12 0.11 0.66 ***

( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 ) ( 0.14 )

Brand

DiGiorno’s -0.05 -0.04 -0.58 ***

( 0.09 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.16 )

California Pizza Kitchen 0.25 ** 0.26 ** 0.30
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( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.20 )

Freschetta -0.08 -0.07 0.52 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.18 )

Amy’s 0.22 0.24 -0.83

( 0.37 ) ( 0.37 ) ( 0.68 )

Newman’s -0.49 ** -0.47 * -1.36 ***

( 0.24 ) ( 0.24 ) ( 0.43 )

Chain,quarter and year dummy variables along with other interactions variables not reported for con-

ciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table A.11: Demand Results - Los Angeles Market

Coefficients Logit OLS Logit IV Random Coefficients Heterogeneity (σ)

Price -0.56 *** -0.60 *** -4.07 *** 3.63 **

( 0.04 ) ( 0.06 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 1.77 )

Topping

Size 0.08 *** 0.09 *** 0.09 *** 0.05 ***

( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.02 ) ( 0.00 )

Exotic 0.42 *** 0.45 *** -27.42 *** 26.20 ***

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.31 ) ( 0.27 )

Cheese -0.28 *** -0.28 *** 0.56 ***

( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 ) ( 0.21 )

Vegeatables -0.20 ** -0.19 ** -0.07

( 0.09 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.23 )

Fruit -0.73 *** -0.72 *** -0.51

( 0.15 ) ( 0.15 ) ( 0.38 )

Pepporoni 0.41 *** 0.42 *** 1.38 ***

( 0.09 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.23 )

Sausage -0.48 *** -0.49 *** -2.07 ***

( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.28 )

Meat 0.54 *** 0.53 *** 0.78 ***
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( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.31 )

Crust

Regular 0.22 * 0.24 * 1.28 ***

( 0.12 ) ( 0.13 ) ( 0.31 )

Crispy 0.23 * 0.22 1.06 ***

( 0.13 ) ( 0.13 ) ( 0.32 )

Brand

DiGiorno’s -0.23 -0.21 -1.20 ***

( 0.14 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.34 )

California Pizza Kitchen 0.13 0.17 -1.03 **

( 0.17 ) ( 0.18 ) ( 0.44 )

Freschetta -0.44 *** -0.41 ** -0.82 *

( 0.17 ) ( 0.17 ) ( 0.43 )

Amy’s -0.34 -0.22 -14.05 ***

( 0.37 ) ( 0.39 ) ( 0.97 )

Newman’s 0.16 0.24 -5.37 ***

( 0.41 ) ( 0.42 ) ( 1.05 )

Chain,quarter and year dummy variables along with other interactions variables not reported for con-

ciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table A.12: Demand Results - New York Market

Coefficients Logit OLS Logit IV Random Coefficients Heterogeneity (σ)

Price -0.36 *** -0.45 *** -1.74 *** 1.13 *

( 0.03 ) ( 0.05 ) ( -0.06 ) ( 0.66 )

Topping

Size 0.04 *** 0.05 *** 0.05 *** -0.07 ***

( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.00 )

Exotic 0.37 *** 0.40 *** 0.08 1.34 ***

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.27 )

Cheese 0.32 *** 0.32 *** 0.31 ***
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( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 ) ( 0.09 )

Vegeatables -0.06 -0.06 -0.14

( 0.09 ) ( 0.09 ) ( 0.11 )

Fruit 0.22 0.30 -0.51

( 0.26 ) ( 0.26 ) ( 0.30 )

Pepporoni 0.11 0.07 0.11

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.11 )

Sausage -0.32 ** -0.34 *** -0.52 ***

( 0.13 ) ( 0.13 ) ( 0.15 )

Meat -0.32 ** -0.34 ** -0.47 ***

( 0.16 ) ( 0.16 ) ( 0.18 )

Crust

Regular 0.18 0.24 ** 0.52 ***

( 0.10 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.13 )

Crispy 0.40 *** 0.38 *** 0.33 ***

( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.13 )

Brand

DiGiorno’s -0.62 *** -0.62 *** -0.92 ***

( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.12 )

California Pizza Kitchen -0.61 *** -0.58 *** -0.56 ***

( 0.13 ) ( 0.13 ) ( 0.16 )

Freschetta -0.71 *** -0.70 *** -0.52 ***

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.14 )

Amy’s -0.30 * -0.07 -0.61 ***

( 0.17 ) ( 0.20 ) ( 0.23 )

Newman’s 0.05 0.07 0.29

( 0.15 ) ( 0.15 ) ( 0.17 )

Chain,quarter and year dummy variables along with other interactions variables not reported for con-

ciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table A.13: Demand Results - Poughkeepsie Market

Coefficients Logit OLS Logit IV Random Coefficients Heterogeneity (σ)

Price -0.12 *** -0.14 *** -0.17 *** -0.03 ***

( 0.03 ) ( 0.04 ) ( 0.04 ) ( 0.00 )

Topping

Size 0.03 *** 0.03 *** 0.01 -0.05 ***

( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.01 ) ( 0.00 )

Exotic 0.52 *** 0.52 *** 0.52 *** 0.09 ***

( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.02 )

Cheese 0.17 ** 0.18 ** 0.17 **

( 0.07 ) ( 0.07 ) ( 0.07 )

Vegeatables -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 *

( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 ) ( 0.08 )

Fruit 0.50 ** 0.52 ** 0.45 *

( 0.24 ) ( 0.24 ) ( 0.24 )

Pepporoni 0.01 0.00 -0.01

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 )

Sausage -0.47 *** -0.46 *** -0.49 ***

( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 )

Meat -0.61 *** -0.60 *** -0.61 ***

( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 )

Crust

Regular 0.15 0.15 0.18 *

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 )

Crispy 0.44 *** 0.36 *** 0.38 ***

( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 ) ( 0.11 )

Brand

DiGiorno’s 0.00 -0.02 -0.03

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 )

California Pizza Kitchen -0.40 *** -0.34 *** -0.34 ***
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( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 ) ( 0.12 )

Freschetta -0.11 -0.09 -0.05

( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 ) ( 0.10 )

Amy’s -0.51 *** -0.36 ** -0.37 **

( 0.15 ) ( 0.17 ) ( 0.17 )

Newman’s -0.53 *** -0.49 *** -0.50 ***

( 0.13 ) ( 0.14 ) ( 0.14 )

Chain,quarter and year dummy variables along with other interactions variables not reported for con-

ciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table A.14: BLP estimates, cost parameters for Baltimore Market

Coefficients Marginal Costs

Price

Topping

Fruit -0.80***

(0.15)

Meat 0.17

(0.15)

Vegetable -0.20

(0.13)

Cheese -0.15

(0.14)

Sausage -0.23

(0.14)

Crust

Regular -1.95***

(0.27)

Crispy 0.14

(0.12)
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Size 0.06***

(0.01)

Brand

DiGiorno’s 2.71***

(0.15)

California Pizza Kitchen 2.27***

(0.19)

Freschetta 2.22***

(0.17)

Amy’s 4.11***

(0.22)

Newman’s 2.86***

(0.25)

Kashi 3.07***

(0.24)

Cost estimates from Baltimore geographic market. Chain dummy variables and other interactions

variables not reported for conciseness. Standard errors are in parantheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *

p < 0.1

Table A.15: Inequalities Analysis Results

Coef 95% CI

Per SKU:

Constant 2.68 [2.1, 4.09]

Avg. Store Size 72.20 [54.15, 174.18]

Category Captain -0.29 [-0.38,-0.14]

Category Captain*Avg. Store Size -64.40 [-80.50, -100.85]
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Penalty Constraint 400 [300.01, 532.35]

Coefficients represent predicted costs to store per product (SKU). Category Captain is an indicator

variable for when store is managed by category captains. Penalty constraint captures the soft constraint

imposed by the retailer.
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Table A.16: Counterfactual Analysis for Baltimore Market

Category Arrangement

Retailer-CC Firm A-CC

# of SKUS Profits($) # of SKUS Profits($)

Assortment Superset 15 15

Assortment Carried 10 14

Retailer 41,295 98,096

Firm A 5 29,608 10 40,411

Firm B 5 59,748 4 49,679

Producer Surplus 130,651 188,186

Consumer Surplus 8,982

The above table shows the results from counterfactual analysis of 2 scenarios- a) when retailer is managing the category and, b) when Firm

A is managing the category. The analysis was done on data from a chain in the Baltimore market with 15 products, 5 of which belonged to

Firm A and 10 belonged to Firm B
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The above map displays the geographic distribution of MSAs that I use for my analysis

Figure A.1: Distribution of MSAs
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The above map displays the geographic distribution of chains by captaincy in the LA

Metropolitan Statistical Area. Note that the MSA has a fair distribution of both chains

with captaincy and without. Other MSAs have similar distribution

Figure A.2: Distribution of captaincy
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I use two measure of chain size - average selling space of chains and a Nielson based

measure of store size. In both cases, a higher number indicates a bigger store.

Figure A.3: Distribution of captaincy by chain size
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The above measure indicates chain size based on the total number of stores belonging

to a chain.

Figure A.4: Distribution of captaincy by chain size
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Figure A.5: Distribution of captaincy by chain size
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Note that chains with captaincy on average have more revenue than chains without

Figure A.6: Chain Revenues by captaincy
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(a) Distribution of Firm A’s Market Shares

(b) Distribution of Firm B’s Market Shares

The figure illustrates the distribution of market shares across different category captains.

Market share for each firm is defined as the ratio of total firm sales by total chain sales.

Note that Firm A’s market shares drop under Firm B’s captaincy and vice versa.

Figure A.7: Distribution of Market shares
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(a) Distribution of Firm A’s Assortment Shares

(b) Distribution of Firm B’s Assortment Shares

The figure illustrates the distribution of overall assortment shares across different cat-

egory captains. SKUs are split into “Higher” and “Lower” Retail Price SKUs. Notice

that captaincy increases assortment shares of the captain’s SKUs particularly that of

lower priced SKUs.

Figure A.8: Distribution of Assortment shares
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